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This paper proposes a modular architecture for articulatory synthesis from a gestural specification
comprising relatively simple models for the vocal tract, the glottis, aero-acoustics, and articulatory control. The vocal tract module combines a midsagittal statistical analysis articulatory
model, derived by factor analysis of air-tissue boundaries in real-time magnetic resonance imaging data, with an ab model for converting midsagittal section to area function specifications. The
aero-acoustics and glottis models were based on a software implementation of classic work by
Maeda. The articulatory control module uses dynamical systems, which implement articulatory
gestures, to animate the statistical articulatory model, inspired by the task dynamics model.
Results on synthesizing vowel-consonant-vowel sequences with plosive consonants, using models that were built on data from, and simulate the behavior of, two different speakers are preC 2019 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5139413
sented. V
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I. INTRODUCTION

Articulatory synthesis can be defined as the automatic
generation of acoustic speech signals from linguistic specifications by mimicking the human speech production process
(Kr€
oger and Birkholz, 2009; Scully, 1990; Shadle and
Damper, 2001). A successful system for synthesis of continuous, co-articulated speech can be an indispensable tool for
research into fundamental aspects of human speech communication (Cooper et al., 1952; Vaissiere, 2007). Such a system would integrate elaborate and realistic models of the
vocal tract (Badin et al., 2002; Dang and Honda, 2004;
Engwall, 2003; Maeda, 1990; Mermelstein, 1973), the vocal
folds (Erath et al., 2011; Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972;
Moisik and Esling, 2014), aero-acoustics (Birkholz et al.,
2007; Elie and Laprie, 2016; Maeda, 1982; Mokhtari et al.,
2008; Story, 2013), and articulatory control (Birkholz, 2013;
€
Byrd and Saltzman, 2003; Kr€oger, 1993; Ohman,
1966;
Saltzman and Munhall, 1989).
Historically, the lack of adequate data on vocal tract
shaping has been argued to be a factor that hindered progress
in articulatory synthesis (Shadle, 1985). Recent advances in
real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI) have enabled
the acquisition of high-speed imaging data from the entire
midsagittal slice of the vocal tract in unprecedented volumes
(Lingala et al., 2016; Narayanan et al., 2004; Toutios and
Narayanan, 2016). The present paper presents initial steps
toward a modular system, or architecture, for articulatory
synthesis informed by rtMRI data.
rtMRI data, combined with automatic air-tissue segmentation and factor analysis of air-tissue boundaries, have
enabled the development of speaker specific, statistical articulatory models (Toutios and Narayanan, 2015). These
a)
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midsagittal models, combined with a classic ab model of the
relationship between the midsagittal section and the area
function (Maeda, 1979, 1990; Perrier et al., 1992; Soquet
et al., 2002) constitute the vocal tract module of the proposed architecture. The vocal fold and aero-acoustics modules are based on the articulatory synthesizer proposed by
Maeda (Maeda, 1982), of which we provide a new MATLAB
software implementation. The use of MATLAB leads to greater
flexibility in adapting the model for individual use, compared with previous implementations of the synthesizer written in C.
The articulatory control module is based on a recent
implementation of articulatory gestures as dynamical systems, informed by the theory of articulatory phonology
(Browman and Goldstein, 1992) and task dynamics
(Saltzman and Munhall, 1989). More specifically, by way of
the articulatory model, a speaker’s midsagittal vocal tract
configuration is represented by the time-course of a small
number of control parameters. The articulatory model generates this time-course through the temporal activation of
articulatory gestures. Each gesture is a critically damped
oscillator that is characterized by a target and a stiffness. In
the transitions from vowel to consonant, the gestural target is
defined as a distance (constriction degree) between an active
and passive articulator. In the transitions towards vowels, the
target is the complete midsagittal shape, as represented by
an array of control parameters. The midsagittal vocal tract
dynamics generated by these processes are then converted to
area function dynamics via a commonplace ab-model, using
specifications provided by Maeda (1979, 1990).
Glottal control parameters consist of a fast-varying and
slow-varying glottal opening component and a fundamental
frequency of vibration. The time-course of these parameters
is also generated by a set of dynamical systems, the timings
of which are derived from the durations of each articulatory
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gesture using empirical rules. Area function dynamics and
glottal specifications are input to an aero-acoustic simulation. This is a MATLAB implementation of the method proposed by Maeda to solve in the time domain a time-varying
lumped electrical network, whose elements are functions of
the dynamically changing cross-sectional dimensions of the
vocal tract, including the glottis (Maeda, 1982, 1996). The
adequacy of Maeda’s method for realistic copy synthesis of
connected speech from known articulatory dynamics has
been previously demonstrated using electromagnetic articulography (Toutios and Narayanan, 2013) and x-ray (Laprie
et al., 2013) data. The novel implementation is available
online with synthesis results (ownCloud, 2019). Our proposed architecture provides a framework for generating
speech acoustics given a set of target vocal tract configurations and timings for each articulatory gesture. In the present
paper we consider synthesis of vowel-consonant-vowel
(VCV) sequences with plosive consonants, but our methods
can be extended to other classes of speech sounds.

B. Articulatory model

Images of the midsagittal slice from these data were processed using an automatic segmentation algorithm (Bresch and
Narayanan, 2009) to obtain a vocal tract outline of 184 points
on the midsagittal plane that described 15 anatomical features.
A factor analysis (Sorensen et al., 2019; Toutios and
Narayanan, 2015) was applied to the coordinates of these
points to determine a set of constant factors that correspond to
speaker-specific linguistically meaningful articulatory components (Fig. 1). Specifically, there is one factor for the jaw
movement, four additional degrees of freedom for the tongue
and two for the lips (after removal of the jaw contribution), and
an independent velum factor. Each vocal tract configuration is
thus represented by a vector of eight weights (or, control
parameters of the articulatory model) that correspond to the
degree of deformation of each factor, and can be used to accurately reconstruct the midsagittal vocal tract.

II. METHODS
A. Dynamic vocal tract imaging data

The present paper uses real-time vocal tract MRI data
from two native American English speakers: a 29-year old
female born in Brawley, CA; and a 36-year old male born in
Medina, OH. Acquisition of these data was performed on a
1.5 T GE Signa Excite scanner at the Los Angeles County
Hospital. A custom receiver coil specifically designed for
upper-airway imaging was used, with eight coil elements, that
provides superior sensitivity to all upper airway regions of
interest, including tongue, lips, and also deep structures such
as velum, epiglottis, and glottis (Lingala et al., 2017). Audio
was recorded concurrently with MRI acquisition inside the
MRI scanner, using a fiberoptic microphone (Optoacoustics
Ltd., Moshav Mazor, Israel) and custom recording and synchronization setup (Bresch et al., 2006). Speech in the
recorded audio was then enhanced, using a customized denoising method (Vaz et al., 2018), in order to reduce the
effect of loud scanner noise.
MR images were acquired using a multi-shot short spiral
readout spoiled gradient echo pulse sequence with the following parameters: flip angle 15 ; slice thickness 6 mm;
readout time 2.5 ms; repetition time (TR) 6.004 ms; spatial
resolution 2.4 mm2. Even though online reconstruction was
available with a temporal resolution of 78 ms/frame (each
image formed from 13 consecutive spirals), a SENSE constrained acquisition algorithm was implemented to enable
improved temporal resolution (Lingala et al., 2017). In sum,
the final speech production videos had 83.33 (true time resolution of 12 ms/frame) frames per second, each frame having
84 by 84 pixels with 2.4 by 2.4 mm per pixel.
The speech material included two repetitions of a large
set of symmetric vowel-consonant-vowel-sequences (aCa,
uCu, iCi for several consonants) and other scripted and spontaneous speech material, for a total of approximately 30 min
per speaker (Lingala et al., 2016).
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (6), December 2019

FIG. 1. (Color online) Factors of the articulatory model. Line segments
denote mean and 62 standard deviations.
Alexander et al.
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C. Tract variables

Constriction degrees were defined in previous work
(Sorensen et al., 2016, 2019) to determine the distance
between surfaces of active and passive articulators at the places of articulation specified in Fig. 2. For each vocal tract
configuration, six such constriction degrees, or tract variables, were computed as the minimum distances between
opposing surfaces at each place of constriction.
Tract variables were related to the articulatory parameters at each frame of the rtMRI video using a locally linear
map defined by a hierarchical clustering procedure
(Sorensen et al., 2016). This clustering algorithm estimates
the forward map (Lammert et al., 2013; Ouni and Laprie,
2005) G : R8 ! R6 , from articulatory parameters to tract
variables. The algorithm computes a tree whose root node is
the set of all observed articulatory parameter vectors in the
dataset. A k-means subroutine starts at the root and iteratively breaks nodes in two (i.e., k ¼ 2). Children in this tree
are disjoint subsets of the parent and the union of siblings is
the parent. Nodes stop breaking either when a child would
contain fewer than nine articulatory parameter vectors (to
prevent rank-deficiency in least squares estimation of G) or
when G maps the articulatory parameters of that node to
tract variables in R6 approximately linearly [i.e., when GðwÞ
estimates z with a mean absolute error of less than k mm,
where k is a free parameter chosen to be 0.24 mm]. Within
each terminal node, the algorithm uses least squares to estimate G, the Jacobian J of G, and the time derivative J_ of
the Jacobian. By change of variables z ¼ GðwÞ; z_ ¼ Jw; €z
_
¼ Jw_ þ Jw,
articulatory parameters could be converted to
tract variables and vice versa, allowing for inputs and outputs from the dynamical system to be used as vocal tract
dynamics for articulatory synthesis.
The forward map G allows us to describe vowel configurations with articulatory parameters (weight vectors) and to
describe the consonant configurations with tract variables
(i.e., a target constriction degree at one of the places of articulation in Fig. 2). The linear map allows these two representations to interface in the dynamical system.
D. Dynamical system model

Change in the vector z of tract variables over time can
be described with the second order differential equation

FIG. 2. (Color online) Locations of constrictions considered in this study.
(Bilabial, alveolar, palatal, velar, pharyngeal, and velopharyngeal.)
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€z ¼ Kðz  z0 Þ  Bz,
_ where z0 is a vector of six tract variable targets and K and B are 6  6 diagonal matrices of stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively (Saltzman and
Munhall, 1989). In the present work we consider that targets
are only specified for one tract variable at a time; thus, K
and B are non-zero at exactly one value along their diagonals, corresponding to the index of the place of articulation.
We also consider that our dynamical systems correspond to
critically damped oscillators. Thus, stiffness and damping
are simple functions of a frequency x0. For example, the
stiffness and damping coefficients for a velar constriction
(index 5) would be configured as below:
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Using the forward map z ¼ GðwÞ determined above, the
differential equation over z can be converted to one over w,
as
€ ¼ J ðBJw_  KðGðwÞ  z0 ÞÞ  J J_ w:
_
w
This follows from the change of variables z ¼ GðwÞ; z_ ¼ Jw;
_ and from the pseudoinverse J of J. In practice,
€z ¼ Jw_ þ Jw
following Saltzman and Munhall (1989), we introduce on the
right hand side the additional term
_ þ GN ðBN ðwÞ
_  KN wÞ;
ðI8  J JÞBN ðwÞ
where KN ; BN ; and GN are parameters of the neutral attractor which we set empirically as KN ¼ 100I8 ; BN ¼ 20I8 ;
and
2
3
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(3)
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where GNði;jÞ ¼ 1 if articulatory parameter j (order: jaw,
tongue1, tongue2, tongue3, tongue4, lips1, lips2, velum) is
critically involved in the production of constriction i (order:
bilabial, velopharyngeal, alveolar, palatal, velar, pharyngeal), and 0 otherwise. We refer to the equations specifying
changes over tract variables as a type 1 dynamical system.
Trajectories of articulatory parameters can also be
€ ¼ Kðw  w0 Þ  Bw,
_
described with a similar equation w
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where w0 specifies eight articulatory parameters instead of
tract variables, and K and B are 8  8 matrices. The targets
of these systems are specified in the articulatory parameter
space, which best describes the configuration of the vocal
tract when producing a vowel or transitioning in and out of
the articulatory setting, here operationalized as a neutral
vocal tract shape approximately corresponding to the production of a schwa. In this case, targets are specified for
each of the 8 articulatory parameters, so stiffness and damping coefficients are specified in all 8 values along the diagonal. This type 2 dynamical system is used in the transition
from the specified articulatory setting to the first vowel (SV),
!
and from the secthe consonant to the second vowel (CV),
!
ond vowel to the articulatory setting (VS),
!
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By solving consecutive dynamical systems of either type,
using the target articulatory configuration and final velocity
of initial systems as the starting position and velocity of subsequent ones, we can animate the articulatory model to accurately produce VCV sequences in both the articulatory
parameter and tract variable spaces, while also modeling carryover coarticulation (anticipatory coarticulation is not modeled by the framework as described). Each dynamical system
represents a vocal tract gesture and requires the specification
of a target vocal tract configuration, either in the control
parameter space for vowels or the tract variable space for consonants, and an appropriately selected frequency x0, that is
used to generate the matrices K and B. The concatenation of
four such gestures animates a vowel-consonant-vowel
sequence that begins and ends at the articulatory setting.
begins with a vocal
The first system in the sequence (SV)
!
tract configuration for the articulatory setting, copied from the
observed vocal tract configuration in the rtMRI data at the
beginning of speech, and represented by an eight-dimensional
vector of articulatory parameters. A type 2 dynamical system
operating in the articulatory parameter space deforms that configuration to reach the parameter weights for a target vowel
V1, which are measured from real-time data of the speaker
producing the target VCV. This vowel configuration is then
converted, using the locally linear mapping, from its representation in articulatory parameters to that of tract variables,
which are used as the initial configuration to the second
dynamical system along with the final velocity of the first sysa type 1 equation operating on
tem. This second system (VC),
!
tract variables, deforms the vocal tract to achieve a specified
constriction for the consonant C, which is chosen from bilabial
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (6), December 2019

(for /p/, /b/), alveolar (/t/, /d/), palatal (/k/, /g/ followed by /i/),
or velar (/k/, /g/ followed by /a/, /u/). For stop consonants, this
constriction is defined as a distance between the relevant articulators of a small negative value. The final consonantal configuration is then converted back to its representation in
articulatory parameters, again using the forward map, which
are used as input to the third dynamical system (CV).
The third
!
system, using the type 2 equation, deforms the parameters into
the configuration for the vowel V2 (again determined from
real-time data and operating on articulatory parameters rather
than tract variables). Finally, the fourth dynamical system
(VS),
also of type 2, deforms the vocal tract from the vowel
!
V2 back to the articulatory setting, again measured from real
data in the space of articulatory parameters.
The transitions to and from the articulatory setting at the
beginning and end of each sequence allow us to more accurately reproduce the articulatory trajectories measured from
the data, as each VCV sequence has been recorded in isolation rather than in connected speech. The durations of the
dynamical systems (gestural durations) are set to reproduce
the length of the transitions between the beginning, first
vowel, consonant, second vowel, and end of the corresponding recorded utterance. Stiffness and damping coefficients K
and B, respectively, are calculated based on the duration t0
of each dynamical system as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), or
(4) and (5) depending on the type of dynamical system used,
with x0 ¼ ln 0:01=t0 . Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the comparison between the original recorded articulatory parameter
trajectories, and the synthesized ones generated with dynamical systems for each speaker. Using the forward map, we
can also convert the parameters to tract variables and compare the original recorded constriction degrees with the synthesized ones, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. One source of
differences between original and synthesized trajectories
could be the fact that multiple configuration of articulatory
parameters can create similar constrictions in the vocal tract
(Sorensen et al., 2019). We note that in in optimizing synthesis results, our focus was primarily on distinguishing voicing
and closure types, as well as appropriateness of formant transitions, rather than exact replication of parameters.
E. Area functions, glottis control, and speech
acoustics

The concatenated output of the four sequential dynamical systems is a matrix of articulatory weights (columns)
over time (rows). The dynamic vocal tract shape is recreated
from these articulatory parameter specifications and converted to a dynamic area function by superimposing gridlines on the reconstructed midsagittal slice which segment
the vocal tract into 27 sections characterized by a crosssectional area A and a length d. The length d is calculated
from the geometry of the grid, using points of intersection
between gridlines and vocal tract walls, and the crosssectional area A ¼ ad b for a specified value of a and b
(Maeda, 1979, 1990; Perrier et al., 1992; Soquet et al.,
2002). For each section, the area of a trapezoid is defined by
two consecutive gridlines and the upper and lower vocal
tract contours as in Fig. 7 and used to calculate the volume V
Alexander et al.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Recorded and
synthesized parameters of the articulatory model for sequence /ibi/ produced
by the female speaker.

of a three-dimensional polygon. Dimensions of a cylinder are
calculated for each section with distance d and equivalent volume V, and the cross-sectional areas of these cylinders, along
with their lengths, are returned as 27-dimensional arrays for A
and d that describe area functions of the vocal tract throughout the VCV sequence.
Controls describing the glottal opening are generated
with a sequence of six dynamical systems operating on a single parameter. The set of parameters describing the glottis
4462
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consists of a slow-varying, non-vibrating component Ag0
added to a fast-varying triangular glottal pulse with fundamental frequency F0 and amplitude Ap (Fant, 1979; Maeda,
1996). Changes in each parameter are specified by the equa_ where g0 is Ap or Ag0, and K and
tion g€ ¼ Kðg  g0 Þ  Bg,
B determine stiffness and damping, similar to the systems
used to describe changes in the shape of the vocal tract. F0 is
held constant throughout the sequence at 200 Hz for the
female speaker and 130 Hz for the male speaker.
Alexander et al.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Recorded and
synthesized parameters of the articulatory model for sequence /aka/ produced by the male speaker.

The durations of each transition for Ap and Ag0 are
derived from the articulatory trajectories of the VCV using a
set of empirical rules determined by examining the relationship between the rtMRI articulatory and acoustic data. For
all VCVs, voicing amplitude Ap of the first vowel reaches its
maximum value 100 ms after the sequence begins, and voicing of the second vowel begins to decrease 100 ms before
the sequence ends. For a VCV with a voiceless consonant,
the trajectory of the slow-varying component Ag0, which
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (6), December 2019

controls the glottal opening, is determined based on feedback
from the synthesized vocal tract sequence. We measure the
time point at which the vocal tract first achieves a full closure, specified as a constriction distance less than 0.08 cm2 at
the relevant place of articulation, and the last time point at
which the vocal tract is fully closed before articulating the
second vowel. The component Ag0 is then manipulated to
begin increasing 100 ms after the moment of first closure
and return to a value of 0 cm2 200 ms after the burst of the
Alexander et al.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Recorded and
synthesized tract variables (degrees of
constriction), synthesized slow-varying
glottal opening component Ag0, and
spectrogram of synthesized audio for
sequence /ibi/ produced by the female
speaker.

consonant, reaching its maximum value halfway between
both time points. Figures 6 and 10 illustrate the relationship
between the timing of the glottal opening and the target
vocal tract constriction for a voiceless consonant.
Values of the glottal parameters are specified as follows:
for voiced consonants, Ap is held constant at 0.2 cm2, with a
smooth transition to and from 0 at the beginning and end of
the sequence. Likewise, Ag0 is held constant at 0 cm2. For
unvoiced consonants, dynamical systems are used to transition
Ap from 0 cm2 at the beginning of the utterance to 0.2 cm2 at
4464
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the peak of the first vowel, then to 0 cm2 at the consonant, to
0.2 cm2 at the peak of the second vowel, and back to 0 cm2 at
the completion of the sequence, using the durations described
previously. The trajectory of Ag0 is timed identically but transitions from 0 cm2 at the peak of the first vowel to 0.4 cm2 for
the duration of the consonant, then returns to 0 cm2 at the peak
of the second vowel. Figure 8 illustrates the temporal relationship between the consonantal closure and the glottal variables.
The glottal specifications and area functions are input to
a MATLAB implementation of Maeda’s synthesizer, which
Alexander et al.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Recorded and
synthesized tract variables (degrees of
constriction), synthesized slow-varying
glottal opening component Ag0, and
spectrogram of synthesized audio for
sequence /aka/ produced by the male
speaker.

calculates the propagation of sound in a time-varying
lumped electrical transmission-line network specified by
the given area function dynamics (Maeda, 1982). The
acoustic equations through which the glottal signal is
passed simulate a system which can be solved at any point
in space and time with a backward substitution and elimination procedure, calculating the pressure and volume velocity at each section of the vocal tract. The volume velocity at
the lips is differentiated with respect to time to provide the
final speech signal.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (6), December 2019

III. RESULTS
A. VCVs from articulatory measurements

18 symmetric VCV sequences with combinations of 3
vowels (/a/, /i/, /u/) and 6 consonants, 3 voiced and 3
unvoiced (/b/, /d, /g/, /k/, /p/, /t/) were synthesized by
directly replicating the articulatory trajectories and glottal
controls from rtMRI data for each of the two speakers. All
the synthesis results described in this section are available
online (ownCloud, 2019). Each sequence required the
Alexander et al.
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Each example produced a VCV with a distinct vowel
and full consonantal closure, with audible distinctions
between voiced and unvoiced examples. The articulatory
parameter trajectories of the synthesized sequences approximate the trajectories of the recorded utterances, as do the trajectories of each tract variable, for all combinations of
vowels, consonants, voicing, and speakers; examples are
provided above for the sequences /ibi/ and /aka/ in Figs. 3
and 4. While the critical constriction is directly controlled in
the dynamical systems and therefore closely approximates
the recorded constriction distance at the target place of articulation, the other five synthesized tract variables follow a
similar trajectory to their equivalents in the data despite not
being explicitly manipulated.
B. VCVs from articulatory prototypes
FIG. 7. (Color online) Semi-polar articulatory grid superposed on a midsagittal slice. Intersections of the grid with the slice, supplemented by minimal lip opening information, define the internal and external tract walls
(thicker lines).

measurement of articulatory parameter vectors from
recorded data of the speaker producing the target VCV at
four time points: the articulatory setting at the beginning of
the sequence, the peak of the first vowel, the peak of the second vowel, and the articulatory setting at the conclusion of
the sequence. Peaks were defined as the points in time during
the production of each vowel where the amplitude of the
recorded sound wave was at a maximum. These articulatory
parameter weights were used as inputs and targets of the
four dynamical systems controlling the vocal tract, while the
durations of each dynamical system were measured from the
time intervals between the four specified time points and a
fifth point measured at the burst of the consonant. The stiffness and damping coefficients for each dynamical system are
calculated based on duration so that the target vocal tract
shape is reached asymptotically at the end of the transition.
The same articulatory parameter trajectories are used for
VCVs that differ only in voicing of the consonant (e.g., /aba/
and /apa/), with a 200 ms increase in the duration of the consonant for the voiceless sequence. The duration of the transition from V1 to the consonant is also decreased, further
increasing the duration of the voiceless consonant.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Targeted constriction degree and synthesized glottal
component Ag.
4466
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We used a second method to synthesize VCVs which
required fewer articulatory measurements and enabled the
synthesis of examples beyond those found in the data. Given
a speaker-specific articulatory model, it is also possible to
develop a prototypical representation for each vowel present
in the speaker’s data as a set of articulatory parameter
weights corresponding to a vocal tract configuration that produces the intended vowel. These parameters can either be
measured from one recorded utterance of the vowel or calculated as an average of all utterances of the vowel in the dataset, and can then be used as inputs to the four dynamical
systems that generate a VCV sequence. In this study, we
chose a single recorded utterance of each vowel to serve as a
prototypical representation for synthesis. The articulatory
setting was simulated by setting the weights for all articulatory parameters to zero rather than measuring them directly
from data, as zero values represent the average normalized
positions of each articulator, corresponding to a neutral vocal
tract configuration.
Using prototypical vowels rather than directly replicating a VCV sequence helps to reduce some of the noise that
may be present in the rtMRI data, leading in some cases to
clearer articulation of the vowel. Given the inevitable variability across different utterances of the same vowel or
VCV, an archetypal representation eliminates the need to
adjust the timing of the sequence of dynamical systems in
order to account for these minor differences. Instead, the
timing of each transition is set empirically and is the same
for each VCV: 350 ms from the articulatory setting to the
first vowel, 150 ms from the first vowel to the consonant,
250 ms from the consonant to the second vowel, and 250 ms
from the second vowel to the articulatory setting. This could
be refined in the future to be set according to the specific target sequence. Similarly, the duration of each transition for
the glottal parameters is set empirically based on the articulatory trajectory durations, but could be refined further.
In addition, generating a set of prototypical vowel representations for a speaker enables the simulation and synthesis
of VCVs not explicitly recorded by that speaker by allowing
us to mix and match combinations of an initial vowel, consonant, and final vowel to create a VCV independently of
whether the full sequence appears in the rtMRI data. In
Alexander et al.

contrast to the examples described in Sec. III A, VCVs produced this way do not use four articulatory measurements
per utterance, but instead require only one set of measurements per vowel. The synthesized examples that use articulatory measurements enable us to compare our results to real
data, while the prototypical examples allow us to expand our
potential set of VCVs.
We simulated the same 18 symmetric sequences for
each speaker using prototypical vowels and timings as
described above, with results comparable to the original

sequences. In addition, we synthesized 36 asymmetric VCV
sequences for each speaker with unique combinations of the
same vowels and consonants again using the prototypical
method, without requiring a corresponding example to be
present in the data.
C. Evaluation

Figure 9 illustrates synthesized articulatory parameters for
an asymmetrical VCV sequence, /uta/, which was achieved by

FIG. 9. (Color online) Synthesized
parameters of the articulatory model
for sequence /uta/ produced by a
female speaker.
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specifying a prototypical vocal tract shape for the vowels /u/
and /a/ and using its representation in articulatory parameters
as inputs and targets to the dynamical systems, with an alveolar closure specified for the consonant. Figure 10 displays the
equivalent sequence in terms of tract variables.
Figure 11 illustrates the effects of coarticulation on the
synthesized vocal tract shapes. Constrictions at each of the
three places of articulation targeted in this experiment (bilabial, alveolar, and velar) are articulated differently in each of
the three vowel contexts aCa, iCi, and uCu. The sequence of
dynamical systems links gestures together by coordinating

the inputs and outputs of each consecutive system, modeling
coarticulation by achieving each consonantal constriction in
the most likely manner given an initial vocal tract configuration and its target. Because only one target constriction
degree is specified, the other tract variables and articulatory
parameters are free to move in a natural fashion: for example, the tongue remains in a low back position when achieving a bilabial constriction in the sequence /apa/, but takes a
high front position when articulating /ipi/ because this
allows the vocal tract to achieve the VC and CV transitions
efficiently.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Synthesized
tract variables (degrees of constriction), synthesized slow-varying glottal
opening component Ag0, and spectrogram of synthesized audio for
sequence /uta/ produced by a female
speaker.
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FIG. 11. Vocal tract shapes at the point of consonantal closure with carryover coarticulation, produced by a female speaker.

The constrictions achieved through the sequence of
dynamical systems provide inputs to the synthesizer that
successfully produce audible stops, with the area of the
vocal tract reaching 0 cm2 at the appropriate place of articulation. As an illustrative example, for the VCV /uta/, the
constriction degree of the alveolar tract variable reached
0 cm (Fig. 10) for about 150 ms, corresponding to a voiced
alveolar closure. As expected, the other tract variables displayed no significant closures. The generated result from
the synthesizer is displayed in the spectrogram in Fig. 10,
which illustrates the expected voicing and fundamental frequency trajectories for the sequence /uta/. Figure 9 shows
the deformation of the articulatory components used to create this sequence, represented by trajectories of articulatory
weights that are converted from the appropriate tract variables, and illustrating that the tongue and jaw are the main
factors in creating and releasing the alveolar closure. The
dynamics of these components can be used to reconstruct
and reanimate the midsagittal slice as it changes over the
course of the VCV, as shown in Fig. 12. The vocal tract
begins at the articulatory setting, achieves a high front
unrounded vowel a third of the way through the sequence,
brings the tongue tip to the alveolar ridge to fully close the
vocal tract at 450 ms, and achieves a low back unrounded
vowel at the end of the VCV before returning to the articulatory setting, as expected from the prescribed timings for
this dynamical system. The combination of the modules
described in this paper provide a framework for synthesizing vowel-consonant-vowel examples that is consistent
throughout all steps of the architecture, from gestural specifications, to a dynamic vocal tract configuration, to the final
synthesized audio. Formant transitions of the synthesized
VCVs present a general agreement with perceptual considerations (Delattre et al., 1955)—see Fig. 13 for some examples. A comprehensive set of synthesized examples can be
found online (ownCloud, 2019).
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (6), December 2019

FIG. 12. Temporal evolution of the midsagittal vocal tract shape for the
sequence /uta/ produced by a female speaker.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a modular architecture for articulatory
synthesis from a gestural specification that relies on relatively simple models for articulatory control, vocal tract,
glottis, and aero-acoustic simulations. Our first results synthesizing VCV sequences with plosive consonants indicate
that such a combination of simple models is promising for
generating sufficiently intelligible speech. More elaborate
models for any of the modules can also be considered; we
believe that the modularity and open source availability of
our system will enable such experimentation, potentially aiding research in articulatory synthesis at large.
An important step forward will be to move toward synthesis of more complex utterances. This will require expanding the inventory of speech sounds that the can be generated
by the system. Synthesis of more vowels than the set /a/, /i/,
/u/ is straightforward. Nasal consonants can be achieved
given a specification of the nasal cavity shape and the temporal coordination between the articulation of the consonant
Alexander et al.
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FIG. 13. First three formant trajectories for “prototypical” VCV’s for the female speaker. Trajectories were extracted from PRAAT (Boersma, 2001). Data points
corresponding to the occlusion phase were hidden.

and the opening of the velopharyngeal port; airflow through
the nasal cavity is already implemented in our aero-acoustic
simulation. Fricative consonants can be generated with an
appropriately narrow constriction at the appropriate place of
articulation; again, a mechanism for generating friction noise
in the vicinity of such a constriction is already implemented.
Expanding to the full set of English vowels and consonants
is thus a matter of additional experimentation.
Our original motivation for developing an articulatory
synthesis system was its potential as a tool for conducting
analysis-by-synthesis experiments under precise control of
articulatory dynamics and coordination, with a view to
helping illuminate speech production-perception links. The
proposed system could also serve as the basis of a future fullyfledged articulatory text-to-speech synthesis system. Such a
system would also integrate a mechanism to generate gestural
specifications from an intended linguistic, or even paralinguistic, message: this is, of course, a challenging open problem.
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